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Extruding Future Plastics Now 
The challenge
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Predicting the future is always a lost cause; when we try to in technology we run the risk to looking foolish, 
as Niels Bohr used to say, “Prediction is very difficult, especially if it’s about the future”.


Despite this industries are obliged to try to foresee what’s ahead in order to be prepared when innovation is 
unavoidable.


This is the mindset at Bandera; to anticipate what the goals of tomorrow are today, therefore the motto 
Extruding Future Plastics Now ®.


From the material point of view it is inevitable that all polymers will be degradable and compostable, 
reducing recycling to a minimum.


That is the reason why Bandera has been ready for years to extrude (as it is done regularly at customers’ 
request) new natural materials, with PLA one of the most utilised.


Combining natural substances with advanced performance materials is something that is performed daily 
inside The House of Extrusion where in the Extrusion Academy laboratory several polymers are 
combined with the recently discovered 2DMaterials for better performance in resistance, lightness, rigidity 
and conductivity: thermal and electrical, etc.

That’s why Bandera is an associate member of Graphene Flagship, EU’s research programme.


In recycling it is possible today, thanks to the PURe ® process, to integrate in a single line the purification 
of PET flakes with the extrusion, for a food grade product. Bandera has embraced Circular Economy not 
only as a proposal to customers but also within its facility with the installation of photovoltaics panels, 
electric vehicles and EV charging stations; Energy Saving is a duty today of any industrial site.


In Smart Factory (known also as Industry 4.0 or IIoT) Bandera’s IoE ® Internet of Extrusion ®, for 
advanced factory production management, together with robotics, are already implemented in every line. 
The manufacturing industry business models will largely be reformulated due to IIoT.


But Bandera’s view of the future doesn’t stop here. Bandera is partnering, with innovative players in a 
learning process, to implement devices and solutions that will be ready in years from now. Quantum 
>Computing for AI analysis and >Machine Learning for interpreting the feedback and increase the 
knowledge, >Sensors to detect machine parameters, >Cryptography for protecting the customers’ data, 
>Chemistry for new polymer frontiers. All in a 5/6G digital factory floor.

Bandera is an associated member of EFFRA European Factories of the Future Research Association.


Bandera has a duty to help the customer in integrating intelligence in the extruded products. IoP Internet 
of Packaging for interactive intelligent information and consumer engagement via blockchain technology 
is one of these proposals.

Bandera is an associated member of AIPIA Active & Intelligent Packaging Industry Association.


This is why Bandera is not scared to embrace the future now.


Bandera is a worldwide leader, with 70+ years of experience, in the production of plastics/bioplastics extrusion 
machinery with more than 35,000 installations in 75 countries. Packaging: industrial and food, are main applications of 
its lines.

K fair is the world’s premier fair for the plastics and rubber industry - 19 exhibition halls, 262,000 sq. m of hall space 
and 43,000 sq. m of outdoor space, 3,293 exhibitors and 232,000 visitors. K fair is held every 3 years.


